SeaDataCloud

CDI DEMO user interface:
Beta version of the new CDI service
A new GUI on top of a new system

• Faster
• Easier
• Catchy design with large map
• More added value for users
• Connected to the VRE

=> That is the aim!
Part 1: Demonstration
Demo of the new interface
Part 2: Usability testing yourself
How to start

• Go to: http://sdc.maris.nl – click first link

• We look forward to your feedback
Some example how to search

- Login (or create Marine-ID first)
- Free search: nitrate
- Use a facet: e.g. Select an area
- Set the results to 20/100/1000
- Order
- Go to the basket and follow the steps
- Submit
- Go to your orders to download (takes some mins)
Part 3: Provide us your feedback
Use our online from

• Go to: http://sdc.maris.nl